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1. INTRODUCTION 
The determinant of a 2 X 2 matrix 
Xl x2 
( ) x3 x4
is the split quadratic form X,X, - X,X, in four variables. Considering it 
(say) over the reals, we may ask what different real polynomials we can get 
from it by complex linear changes of variable. The answer, of course, is that 
we get all the other nondegenerate real quadratic forms; up to real 
equivalence, that is, the others we get are *(Xf + Xi + Xi + Xi) and 
*(X,X, -Xi -X:). But now we may recall seeing these expressions 
elsewhere: Xf + Xi + X: + Xi is the reduced norm form on the quaternions, 
and X,X, - Xi -Xi is the determinant of the generic Hermitian matrix 
( 
Xl X, + ix, 
X, - ix, ) x4 * 
Thus the real twisted forms of the 2 x 2 determinants correspond to other 
structures familiar in algebra. 
The goal of this paper is to establish a similar correspondence for larger 
determinants. In particular, for real coefftcients we will obtain the following 
result: 
THEOREM. Consider a real polynomial in n2 variables that can be 
obtained from det(X,) by a complex linear change of variable. By a real 
change of variable, such a polynomial can be transformed to exactly one of 
the following: 
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(1) zyn is odd, 
(a> det(X,i), or 
(b) the determinant on n x n Hermitian matrices; 
(2) if n is even, 
(a) det(Xi,), or 
(b) plus or minus the determinant on n x n Hermitian matrices, 
or 
(c) plus or minus the reduced norm on (n/2) x (n/2) quaternion 
matrices. 
Our results of course will deal more generally with arbitrary base fields. 
One difficulty, however, should be mentioned at once. We have seen that the 
result over the reals contains certain “plus or minus” distinctions. These 
arise from the fact that norms of complex numbers and reduced norms of 
quaternions are positive. Corresponding distinctions will arise over arbitrary 
k and will depend on our knowing which elements of k are norms from 
various extension algebras. This is a familiar and (in general) complicated 
question unrelated to the rest of the argument. Consequently we will avoid it 
until late in the paper by considering forms only up to a scalar factor. Our 
first task then is to show how descent theory can be applied to such a 
question. 
2. DESCENT OF FORMS UP TO SCALAR 
Let k be a field. Let f be a polynomial in n variables over k, homogeneous 
of degree m. We think off as a function on a k-vector space V of dimension 
n. (Officially of course f is an element in the symmetric power S”(V*), but 
this is a technicality that can be ignored unless k is a finite field with m or 
fewer elements.) For any commutative ring L containing k we can construct 
VL = Vok L, and there we have the extended polynomial f, = f 0 id, (this 
is just the same polynomial f, interpreted as having coefficients in L). 
Another homogeneous polynomial f, on a k-space V, is called a twistedform 
off split by L if there is an L-linear isomorphism V, @L r V@ L making 
f, @ id, correspond to fL. In other words, this condition says that some L- 
linear change of variable will take f to f,. Two twisted forms f, and f2 are 
said to be equivalent if there is a k-linear isomorphism V, r V, making f, 
correspond to f2, They are said to be equivalent up to scalar if there is such 
an isomorphism making f, correspond to a scalar multiple of fi. The 
following simple lemma is familiar in descent heory: 
LEMMA. A twisted form off split by any L is split by the algebraic 
closure i of k. 
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Proof. The change of variables, i.e., the isomorphism I/, @L 2 V@ L, 
can be written down using only finitely many elements of L. Hence it is 
induced by I’, @ L, 3 V @ L, for some subalgebra L, of L finitely generated 
over k. The quotient of L, by any maximal ideal is then an algebraic 
extension of k, and hence there is a k-homomorphism L, --t k. This induces 
an isomorphism V, @ k r I’@ k taking& @ id to f @ id. i 
We let Autdf)(L) denote the group of L-linear isomorphisms VL r VL that 
preserve fL. This Auto is an affine group scheme over k; that is, an 
element of GL,(L) lies in Aut(f)(L) iff its matrix entries satisfy certain 
polynomial identities (the ones saying that f, is preserved). The standard 
theory of descent, found, e.g., in [ 12, Chap. 171, tells us that the twisted 
forms off (up to equivalence) correspond to the elements of a cohomology 
set H’(&/k, Aut(f)). What we must do now is establish a similar 
classification for twisted forms equivalent up to scalar. For this we need to 
introduce G Auto, the affine group scheme of automorphisms leaving f 
semi-invariant. That is, the elements in G Gut(f)(L) are those that sendf, to 
a scalar multiple of itself. 
THEOREM 1. Let f be a homogeneous polynomial over afield k. Then the 
equivalence classes of twisted forms off up to scalar correspond to the 
elements of H’(k/k, G Aut(f )). 
Proof. To each element ‘p in G Aut(f)(L) we assign the scalar s(o) by 
which it multiplies fL. This gives us a homomorphism from G Aut(f) to the 
multiplicative group G,, with kernel Autdf). As f is homogeneous of some 
degree m, scalar multiplications on the vector space are in G Aut(f ), and 
they multiply f by arbitrary mth powers. Hence G Aut(f)(k) -+ G,(k) is 
surjective, and in fact 
1 -+ Aut(f) -+ G Aut(f) -+ G, -+ 1 
is exact as a sequence of affine group schemes. 
It follows by [ 12, 18.11 that there is an exact sequence 
l-, Aut(f)(k) -+ G Aut(f)(k) -, G,(k) -+ H‘(i/k, Aut(S)) 
-+ H’(k/k, G Aut(f )) -, H’(i;/k, G,). 
We know [ 12, 17.61 that H’(c/k, G,) is trivial, and the standard descent 
theory tells us that the elements of H’(z/k, Aut(f)) correspond to the 
twisted forms of J Obviously then the elements of H’(i/k, G Aut(f)) 
correspond to twisted forms module some equivalence relation or other. But 
since the H’ sets here are not groups, the sequence as it stands does not tell 
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us what the equivalence relation is. To determine it, we compute the twisting 
explicitly using the notation of [ 121. 
We begin with two cocycles a, and v in Aut(f)(k @ k) that give the same 
class in H’(k/k, G Autdf)). This means that we have IJI = (#‘,I) q(d*;l)-’ for 
some I in G Aut(f)(k). We have s(p) = s(v) = 1, and hence s(d’A) = s(d’l). 
This is the same as saying d’(sA) = &(!A), and hence the scalar s(n) in k 
actually lies in k. Choose a_ scalar c in k with cm = s(J). Then s(cZ) = s(A), 
and ,U = c-‘A is in Aut(f)(k). From 1= cp we get 
yl= dO(cp) cp,dl(cp)-’ = dO(cZ) do(p) $odyu)-’ d’(cz)-1. 
The cocycle do@) yld’(,~)-’ represents the same class as p in H’(c/k, 
Aut(f)), so we may replace o by it and assume that we have 
y = dO(cZ) qd(cZ) - I. 
Now recall that the twisted form off given by cp is found by restricting 
f @ id to the k-subspace V, inside V@ k, where V, consists of those 
u = r ui @ a, that satisfy 
q(C Ui @ Ui @ 1) = C Vi 0 l 0 ui* 
Let US multiply such an element u by the scalar c, getting cu = c vi 63 cai* 
By definition d’(cZ) = (1 @ c)Z and d’(cZ) = (c 0 l)Z, SO we have 
W(COi@CUi@ 1)=(1 @C)Zp(C-‘0 l)Z(CZIi@CU[O 1) 
=(l@C)p(C Ui@ UiO l)=(l @C)C Vi@ lC%l"i 
=cvi@ 1 @CUi. 
Thus cV, E V*. Since both these k-spaces have the same dimension, we can 
conclude that V, = cV,. Obviously then the twisted form off realized on V, 
is a scalar multiple of that on V,. Conversely, of course, any scalar 
multiplier in kX can be realized in this way for an appropriate choice of 
C. 
For this theorem we made no separability assumptions, which is why we 
had to use the Amitsur-type group scheme cohomology. But if we assume 
further that G Auto is smooth, then by [ 12, 18.51 every twisted form will 
be split by the separable closure k,; in other words, 
H&k, G Auto) = H’(k,/k, G Auto). 
Furthermore, the affrne group scheme G Aut(f) is algebraic, since it is a 
closed subgroup of GL,. Hence by [ 12, 17.81 its k,/k-cohomology is the 
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same as its Galois cohomology. Thus we get the result we will use in later 
computation: 
COROLLARY. Assume that G Auto is smooth. Then the classes of 
twisted forms off up to scalar correspond to the elements of 
ff'(Gal(k,/k), G AMfM,)). I 
For explicit computation, we should record that a Galois cocycle h singles 
out the k-subspace I’,, in V@ k, given by 
{a = C ui 0 a, [ h(o)(id @ a)v = u for all a}. 
3. THE AUTOMORPHISM GROUP OF THE DETERMINANT 
We turn now to our specific situation, where f is the polynomial det(X,j) 
in n* variables. For brevity we let G denote the group G Aut(f) leaving 
det(Xij) semi-invariant. The values of G over fields have been known since 
Frobenius [3] and often rediscovered (see the references in [ 141). 
THEOREM A. Over any field, the linear changes of variable leaving 
det(Xij) semi-invariant are those sending the matrix (Xii) to P(Xij)Qtr or to 
P(Xij)” Q” for invertible n X n matrices P and Q. 
For the analysis in positive characteristics, we also need smoothness [ 141. 
THEOREM B. The group scheme G and its subgroup Aut(det(Xij)) are 
smooth. 
Though these smoothness results were first made explicit in [ 141, they 
could have been stated earlier. Indeed, a group scheme is smooth iff it has 
the same dimension as its Lie algebra, and in our cases that had been 
established by computations of Jacobson [5,6]. In any event, smoothness i  
all we need to derive a crucial preliminary result. 
PROPOSITION 1. Each twistedform of det(X,) can be split by a separable 
extension field. The equivalence classes of forms up to scalar correspond to 
elements of H’(Gal(k,/k), G(k,)). 
To proceed further, we need to know more about the structure of G. We 
do this by capturing G between two better-known groups. First observe that 
G is not connected; in fact its connected component GO has index 2, and G is 
a semi-direct product Go >a { 1, r}, where r(X) = X”. If we let 7 act on 
GL, X GL, by interchanging the factors, this action is compatible with the 
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homomorphism sending a pair (P, Q) down to (XI--+ PXQ”) in Go. Thus we 
get a sequence 
~+G,-+(GL,xGL,)>Q {I, r}+G+l, 
where the embedding of G, sends a scalar c to (cl, c-‘I). It is shown in [ 141 
that this is actually an exact sequence of aff%e group schemes over the 
rational integers. But all we really need here (besides Proposition 1) is that 
1 -G,(k)-+ (GL.(k,) x GL,(k,)) xl {1,7} -+ W,)-t 1 
is exact, and that follows from Theorem A. 
We now proceed to divide G itself by the scalars that form its center. We 
let PG denote the quotient, so we have an exact sequence 
I+G,-tG+PG+l. 
From here on let us write simply H’ for the Galois cohomology of k,/k. 
Then we have 
LEMMA 1. The map H’(G) -+ H’(PG) is injective. 
ProoJ The kernel G, is central in G, and H’(G,) is trivial. The result 
then follows by a standard computation 111, I-681. a 
Recalling our expression of G itself as a quotient, we see that we have 
PG N (PGL, x PGL,) >a (1, r}. 
This group is familiar in a different context. Indeed, let Co be the k-algebra 
M,,(k) x M,,(k), with two-dimensional center E, = k x k. The automorphisms 
of Co over k are the separate automorphisms of the two factors together with 
the interchange of factors. The automorphisms of the matrix algebra are well 
known to be PGL,. Thus 
LEMMA 2. Let Co = M,(k) x M,(k). Then PG = Aut,(C,). 
By standard descent theory, then, H’(PG) classifies the twistings of the 
algebra Co. These are well known (because they occur in classifying 
semisimple groups), and we can simply record the result [7; 151: 
THEOREM C. The twisted forms of the algebra C, over k are 
(i) the “inner” forms A x B, where A and B are central simple k- 
algebras each of dimension n2, and 
(ii) the “outer” forms, which are the central simple algebras of 
dimension n2 over separable quadratic extensions of k. 
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One further fact extracted from the proof of Theorem C is worth stating 
explicitly. We have a projection map from PG to { 1, s} N Aut,(E,), and it 
induces a map H’(PG)+ H’(( 1, r}). By descent theory, the latter group 
classifies the twisted forms of E, ; these are precisely E, = k x k together 
with the separable quadratic extensions of k. The fact then is that when 
H’(PG)+ H’(( 1, r)) is interpreted on algebras, it maps each algebra to its 
center. 
Summing up this section, we can combine Theorem C with 
Proposition 1 and the two lemmas to get the first step toward our 
classification. 
PROPOSITION 2. One of the algebras in Theorem C can be assigned to 
each twisted form of the determinant. Two forms give isomorphic algebras iff 
they are equivalent up to scalar. 
At this stage two problems remain. First, we do not know which of the 
algebras in Theorem C can actually occur; this we will determine in 
Section 4. Second, we have the algebras and forms connected only indirectly, 
by a cohomology argument. In Section 5 we will write down an explicit 
construction and show that it agrees with the one defined cohomologically. 
4. THE ALGEBRAS IN THE IMAGE OF H’(G) 
PROPOSITION 3. The twisted forms of C, arising from forms of the deter- 
minant are 
(i) A XAoP, where A is a central simple k-algebra of dimension n’, 
and 
(ii) algebras that are central simple of dimension n2 over a separable 
quadratic extension E of k and are in the kernel of the corestriction map 
Br(E) + Br(k). 
Proof We first treat the inner forms, where the computation is simplest. 
We have a commutative diagram 
H1(Go) - H’(G) - H’({ 1,r)) 
I I I/ 
H’(PG’) - H’(PG) - H’({ 1,7}), 
and the remark after Theorem C shows that the inner forms of Co are the 
classes in H’(PG) that come from H’(PG’). Suppose such a class is also the 
image of a class/I in H’(G).ThenP must become trivial in H’({ l,t}),and so 
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p comes from a class (x in H’(GO). The image of 01 in Hi(PG’) then maps to 
our original class in H’(PG). Thus, even though HL(PGo) + H’(PG) is not 
injective, it is sufftcient for us to determine which classes in H’(PG*) come 
from H’(G’). 
For this we consider the diagram 
I N I /I 
I---+ G, - Go - PG” - 1, 
where N is the multiplication map N(a, b) = ab. On cohomology this induces 
H’(PGL,) x H’(PGL,) - H’(G,) x H*(G,) 
II 1 Hz(N) 
H’(G’) - H,(PG’) - HzG,>~ 
It is well known that H’(PGL,) classifies n*-dimensional central simple 
algebras, and thus elements in H’(PG’) are ordered pairs (A, B) of such 
algebras. The map H’(PGLJ-1 H*(G,) is the usual embedding in the 
Brauer group, and H’(N) is multiplication in the Brauer group. Thus a pair 
(A, B) is in the image of H’(G’) iff A and B are inverses in the Brauer 
group. As they have the same dimension, this means B ‘v A Op. 
We now must do a similar computation for outer forms. To do this, we 
must twist our structure so that we start with an outer form. Let E be a fixed 
separable quadratic extension of k, and let { 1, a} be Gal(E/k). The map 
sending c to r gives us a Galois cocycle, and hence an H’ class, in G and in 
PG. Down in H’({ 1, r}) it of course gives us the class of E, and in H’(PG) it 
gives us the twisted form C, = M,(E) of Co. It also gives us a twisted form 
dE of the determinant. This form must of course be split over E, and the 
remark at the end of Section 2 shows that the k-space on which it lives 
consists of those n x II matrices X over E that satisfy X = t(X”). Since r acts 
on matrices by transposition, we see that dE is just the determinant function 
on E-Hermitian matrices. Let G, denote the maps leaving dE semi-invariant, 
a twisted form of G. 
Now we can recompute verything, treating our objects as twisted forms 
of C, and of dE. The new version of PG is PG, = Autk(CE). Its connected 
component PGZ is AutE(CE), or PGL,(E); more properly, we should write 
this as the Weil restriction R,,,PGL,(E), since we are interpreting it as a 
group scheme over k. In any event, H’(PGl) classifies the E-forms of M,(E), 
the other central simple E-algebras of dimension n* over E. This is as it 
should be, since these are the forms of C, in the same outer class as C,. 
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For any M in GE,(E), the map sending X to MX(MU)tr maps the space of 
Hermitian matrices to itself and multiplies the determinant d, by the scalar 
N,,,(det, M). Thus we get a homomorphism GE,,(E) -+ G,. (Formally again 
we should write R,,, GE,(E).) The M acting trivially are easily seen to be 
scalar, and a scalar cl acts trivially iff cc0 = 1. Thus the kernel has 
dimension one over k, and then by dimension count GE,(E) must map 
epimorphically to the connected component GE. In fact this is just the 
twisted version of our map GL, x GL, --f Go. As with G, the connected 
component of G, must have index 2; and in fact we have again G, = Gz. >a 
{ 1, z}, where 7 acts by transposition on Hermitian matrices. 
We can now imitate our earlier computation. We have a diagram 
H’(G;) ---+ H’(G,) - H’({ 1,~)) 
I I II 
H’(PG;)-H’(PG,)-H’((1,7}), 
and the twisted forms of C, that still have center E are the classes in 
H’(PG,) that come from H’(PG~). As before, it will be sufficient to 
determine which classes in H’(PGi) come from H’(Gi). 
For this we consider the diagram 
I- REikGm - REILGLn - R.,,PGL,, - 1 
I N I II 
l- G, - G; - PG; - 1, 
where N is the norm map Ex --f kx. On cohomology this induces 
H’(R,,J’%) - H*&,dC,) 
II I H’(N) 
H’(Gi) - H’(PG;) - H*GJ - 
We know that H’(kJk, R,,,PGL,)= H’(kJE, PGL,) classifies the n2- 
dimensional central simple algebras over E, and this is mapped by its usual 
map into an H2 which is the Brauer group Br(E). The map H*(N): Br(E)-+ 
Br(k) is the corestriction (see, e.g., [2, 1861). Thus the algebras we get from 
H’(Gi) are those with trivial corestriction. 1 
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5. EXPLICIT CONSTRUCTION OF THE TWISTED FORMS 
Recall [ 1; 151 that a twisted form C of C, is said to have an involution of 
second kind if there is a k-linear map I: C --t C that satisfies ZZ(x) =x and 
Z&y) = Z(y) Z(x) and that also induces the nontrivial k-automorphism on the 
center. If J is another involution of second kind on the same algebra C, then 
.Z is of the form J(x) = Z(uxu-‘) for some U, which can be chosen to satisfy 
Z(U) = U. The following result is due to Albert (see also 191): 
THEOREM D. The twisted forms of C, occuring in Proposition 3 are 
precisely those that possess an involution of second kind. 
The proofs in the literature actually establish this only for outer forms. 
But it is trivial to check it for inner forms of C,. Indeed, on A x Aop the map 
Z(x, yap) = (y, xop) is an involution of second kind; conversely, any 
involution of second kind on A x B must send A to B, and thus it induces an 
anti-isomorphism of A and B. 
PROPOSITION 4. Inside G, let F be the subgroup (isomorphic to PGL, >a 
(1, r}) formed by the maps sending a matrix X to PXP-’ or PX”P-‘. 
(i) The projection G -+ PG sends F isomorphically onto those 
automorphisms of C, =&f,(k) x M,(k) that commute with the involution 
Z(x, y) = ( ytr, xy. 
(ii) The inclusion of F in G induces a surjection H’(F) + H’(G). 
ProoJ: Clearly F has trivial intersection with the scalars and thus injects 
into PG. Recall that a map Xc-, PXQ” in G goes to the map (x, y) N 
(PxP-‘, QxQ-‘) in Aut(C,); it is trivial then to verify (i) by checking which 
automorphisms commute with I. 
Suppose now C is a twisted form of C,, so C @ k, N C, @ k,. If .Z is an 
involution of second kind on C, then J @ id is one on C @ k,. But over k, 
any two involutions of second kind are conjugate by an inner automorphism. 
Hence we can choose the isomorphism C @ k, r C, @ k, to take J @ id to 
Z@ id. It follows that the pairs (C, J) (consisting of a twisted form C and an 
involution of second kind) are precisely the twisted forms of the pair (C,, Z). 
By descent heory, then, those pairs are classified by H’(F). Proposition 3 
and Theorem D show then that the image of H’(F) in H’(PG) is the same as 
the image of H’(G). But the map F + PG factors through G, and H’(G)+ 
H’(PG) is injective (Lemma 1 of Section 2). Hence H’(F)-+ H’(G) is 
surjective. I 
We can now prove our main theorem. 
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THEOREM 2. (i) Let k be afield. Let C be a twisted form of the algebra 
C, = M,(k) x M,(k), and suppose C possesses an involution J of second 
kind. Then the reduced norm of C over its center, restricted to the k-space 
C=‘= (xE C(Jx= } x , is a twisted form of the determinant. 
(ii) Two such forms of the determinant are equivalent up to scalar iff 
they come from isomorphic algebras. 
(iii) Every twisted form of the determinant is equivalent to one of these 
up to scalar. 
Proof We observed in the last proof that we can find an isomorphism of 
C @ k, with C, 0 k, that makes J @ id agree with Z @ id. The fixed space 
CJ @ k, then agrees with Ci @ k,. The reduced norm on C extends to the 
reduced norm on C @ k,, and reduced norms are preserved by the 
isomorphism. But on C, the reduced norm sends a pair (x, y) to (det(x), 
det(y)); the fixed elements of Z are the pairs (x, xtr), and the reduced norm 
sends such a pair to the scalar det(x) in k. Thus the reduced norm on C”, 
after extension to k,, can be transformed into the determinant. Hence (i) is 
true. 
If H is any other involution of second kind on C, then we know H(x) = 
J(u)-’ J(x) J(u) for some u with J(u) = u. This gives us H(xu) = J(x)u, and 
hence H(xu) = xu iff J(x) = x. In other words, x ++ xu maps CJ bijectively 
(and k-linearly) to CH. We have RN(xu) = RN(x) RN(u); and the reduced 
norm RN(u) is in k, since J(u) = U. Thus the form of the determinant living 
on C” is a scalar multiple of that on CJ. This gives us one of the 
implications in (ii). 
Finally, consider any twisted form of the determinant. It gives us a 
cohomology class in H’(G). By Proposition 4, we can get this class from 
H’(F); in other words, we can represent it by a cocycle g(o) with all g(u) in 
F(k,). This cocycle also defines a twisted form (C, J) of (C,, Z). Explicitly, C 
is the space 
{x E C, 0 k, 1 g(o)(id 63 a)x = x for all a), 
and J is the restriction of Z @ id to C. Then 
C’= {xE Cl,@k,( g(u)(id@u)x=x forallo). 
As in (i), this space carries a twisted form of the determinant, and it is 
defined inside Ci @ k, precisely by the cocycle g(u). This shows that our 
original twisted form of the determinant gives the same class in H’(G) as CJ, 
and by Proposition 1 this establishes (iii). We also see that the cohomology 
map H’(G) + H’(PG) simply sends the class of CJ to the class of C. Since 
we know the cohomology map is injective, we conclude that the determinant 
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form on CJ determines the algebra C up to isomorphism, and thus the 
reverse implication in (ii) is established. m 
6. CLASSES EQUIVALENT UP TO SCALAR 
We can now go back and consider forms of the determinant differing only 
by scalar factors. For this we fix C, with any convenient choice of J, and let 
f be the twisted form of the determinant given by the reduced norm on C’. 
Let G, = G Am(f) be the twisted form of G that consists of maps leaving f
semi-invariant. Obviously cf is equivalent o c’f iff (c- ‘c’)f is equivalent o 
f: But as in Section 2 we have the exact sequence 
G,(k) -+ kX -+ H’(Aut(f)) -+ H’(G,). 
Thus we have the following result: 
LEMMA. Two scalar multiples off are equivalent iff the factor by which 
they dl@er is a factor by which some element of G,(k) multiplies j 
The connected component GF of G, is not too hard to analyze. As in 
Section 4, there is a group scheme epimorphism Cx + GE, where an element 
c sends X in C to cXJ(c). Unfortunately the kernel of this epimorphism is 
E’, the central elements of norm 1; and Hi@‘) = kx/NEx is usually 
nontrivial, so Cx -+ GE(k) need not be surjective. We can remedy this, 
however, by forming the map G, x Cx -+ G:, where the scalars in G, just 
act by scalar multiplication of the variables. The kernel of that map consists 
of the pairs (b, c) with c in Ex and bcJ(c) = 1. Here c is arbitrary and 
determines b uniquely. Thus the kernel is isomorphic to Ex (formally, we 
should say R,,,G,). The H’ of this is trivial, and hence we get surjectivity 
on the points in k: 
LEMMA. The maps X F--P acXJ(c) for a in kx and c in Cx are the only 
elements in GE(k). 
COROLLARY. The factors by which elements in G:(k) multiply the form 
on CJ are those in (kX)“N,,,(RN,,E C”). 
Much of the time G:(k) will be the same as G,(k), but some of the time it 
may be of index 2. I do not know whether the elements in the other coset can 
ever multiply the form by different factors. In what follows, I will treat 
enough cases to show at least that this does not happen in number-theoretic 
situations. Note that in any case an element in the nonidentity coset of G,(k) 
will give an element in the nonidentity coset of PG,(k) = Aut,(C). Hence 
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G,(k) can differ from G:(k) only when there is an algebra automorphism of 
C over k inducing the nontrivial automorphism of the center. 
Consider first an inner form C = A x Aop. If there is an automorphism 
nontrivial on the center, it must interchange the two factors, so A 2: A Op. Let 
J be the obvious involution J(x, yap) = (y, xop). There is an anti- 
isomorphism I,U: A -+ A, and it gives us an automorphism (x, yap) w (w(y), 
I”“) on C nontrivial on the center. This automorphism preserves C’, 
sending (x, xop) to (9(x), 9(x)““). As y is an anti-isomorphism, it preserves 
reduced norms. Thus in this case there is an element in the nonidentity coset 
of G:(k) that preserves the twisted form of the determinant. Hence the other 
elements in the nonidentity coset do not multiply the form by any new 
factors. 
We can similarly dispose of the case when C = M,(E), which was 
discussed in the proof of Proposition 3. Here we can take C’ to be the 
Hermitian matrices. The transposition map then lies in the nonidentity coset, 
and it preserves the determinant. Thus here again the other elements in the 
nonidentity coset do not multiply the form by any new factors. 
The same conclusion holds more generally when C is M,(D @ E) and D is 
a central k-algebra having an involution p over k. If u is the automorphism 
of E over k, we can define J on D @E as p @ u, extending this to C using 
transposition: (Jx),, = @ @ a)(~~,). On C’ the map applying id @ u to each 
matrix entry is an element in the nonidentity coset of G,(k) and preserves 
the determinant form. 
THEOREM 3. Let k be the reals or a p-adicpeld or a number field. Then 
the d@erent scalar multiple classes of the determinant form on CJ 
correspond to the elements of k ’ /(k ’ )” NEIk(RNCIE C ’ ). 
ProoJ: Suppose first k is the field of real numbers. The only possibilities 
for C then are M,(k) x M,(k), or (for even n) M&D) X M,,,(D)oP with D 
the quaternions, or M,(E) with E the complex numbers. All three cases are 
covered by the discussion before the theorem, and so the result follows from 
the previous corollary. In all three cases (kX)” NEIk(RNCIE Cx) is easy to 
compute, and thus we get the theorem stated in Section 1. 
Suppose next that k is a p-adic field. In that case we know [ 10, 1751 that 
the corestriction map Br(E) -+ Br(k) for any finite field extension E is 
injective. Thus the only possible C are of the form A x A’” or M,(E), both 
of which are covered by the discussion before the theorem. 
Finally, suppose k is a number field. There is no problem unless C is an 
outer form and G,(k) contains an element outside GE(k). In that case we 
know there is an automorphism 9 of C nontrivial on E. Then J is an 
involution of first kind over E, so C N Cop as E-algebras, Hence the class of 
C in Br(E) has order 1 or 2. If the order is 1, then C N M,(E), and we are in 
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one of the cases discussed before the theorem. Suppose then that the order is 
2. Since k is a number field, the order equals the index [I, 1491, and thus 
C N M,(C,) for some quaternion algebra C, over E. Since C has an 
involution of second kind, C, does also [ 1, 1561. This implies [ 1, I61 ] that 
C, = D 0 E for some quaternion algebra D over E. Thus we are in the final 
case discussed just before the theorem. # 
A casual reader might wonder why the field of complex numbers is not 
discussed here; the answer (by the lemma in Section 2) is that neither the 
determinant nor any other polynomial can have nontrivial twisted forms over 
an algebraically closed field. 
7. PREVIOUSLY KNOWN RESULTS 
Some parts of our main theorem were previously known, Specialists in 
quadratic forms, for instance, have long been familiar with the fact that 
distinct quaternion algebras over k have inequivalent reduced norms (see, 
e.g., [8, 1461). In [ 131 it was shown more generally that two central simple 
algebras with equivalent reduced norms had to be isomorphic or anti- 
isomorphic. This result in fact turns out to be included in some still more 
general results of Jacobson on isotopy of Jordan algebras. Each of our 
spaces C carries a Jordan algebra structure, and the twisted form of det(X,) 
is the “generic norm” of that algebra. Jacobson proved [4; 61 that two such 
Jordan algebras with generic norms equivalent up to scalar were isotopic. 
This is essentially the same as part (ii) of Theorem 2, that no two C’ for 
different C give equivalent forms up to scalar. So far as I know, however, no 
one before had touched on the basic question whether there might be other 
twisted forms of the determinant. 
APPENDIX 
Professor Jacobson has kindly sent me a preprint called “Some 
Applications of Jordan Norms to Involutorial Simple Associative Algebras.” 
At the start of this article, he writes out some additional results implicitly 
contained in his earlier work [6], and I want to take this opportunity to 
explain how complements to them also can be derived along the lines of this 
paper. 
Suppose that we have a central simple algebra A over k with an involution 
J of first kind. On the matrix algebra A @ I;, the involution will be conjugate 
either to transposition or (for even degree) to the symplectic involution; 
correspondingly, one calls J either orthogonal or symplectic. Let us look just 
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at orthogonal involutions, and assume the characteristic is not 2. The deter- 
minant gives a polynomial function on symmetric matrices that descends to 
a twisted form on the J-symmetric elements in A, and we have: 
THEOREM (Jacobson). Two such twisted forms of the symmetric deter- 
minant (in characteristic # 2) are equivalent up to scalar iff they come from 
isomorphic algebras A. 
What I want to add is the complementary result. 
THEOREM. For char(k) # 2, every twisted form of the symmetric deter- 
minant is equivalent up to scalar to the form on some A’. 
The proof of this (which will also given another proof of Jacobson’s 
theorem) is quite parallel to that of Theorem 2. The computations are 
slightly easier, mainly because there is no analog of the inner/outer 
distinction. 
We start with the fact [ 141 that G Aut(f) for the symmetric determinant 
polynomial (char # 2) is just GL(n)/,u,. This is smooth, and thus again all 
twisted forms up to scalar have separable splitting fields. Now consider the 
exact sequence 
1 - G,,,/P~ - GL(n)/pn - PGL(n) - 1. 
As in Lemma 1, this gives an injection 
H’(GL(n)/p,) - H’WW)); 
that is, forms not equivalent up to scalar correspond to different central 
simple algebras. Continuing the cohomology sequence, we have 
ff’(GL(n)h,) - fWGL(n)) - ~*(G,h2U,). 
The usual Brauer group sequence is 
H’(GL(n)) --+ H’(PGL(n)) --+ H*(G,); 
since we also have the exact sequence 
1-~2-G,-G,,,- 1, 
we see that the image of our H*(GL(n)/,a,) in H’(PGL(n)) is precisely the 
algebras of order <2 in the Brauer group. 
We know that these algebras are precisely the ones possessing orthogonal 
involutions. Inside GL(n)/,u, is the orthogonal subgroup F = O(n)/,u,, and F 
maps down isomorphically onto the subgroup of PGL(n) = Aut(il4,) 
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preserving transposition. As in Proposition 4, we deduce that H’(F) -+ 
H’(GL(n)/,u,) is surjective; and then the theorem follows by the same proof 
as Theorem 2. 
Jacobson also shows that for even n > 4, symplectic involutions yield 
twisted forms of the Pfaffian, and two such are equivalent up to scalar iff 
they come from isomorphic algebras. Here again one can rule out other 
twisted forms by the same argument (taking F to be the symplectic group). 
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